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“So therefore, none of you can become my disciple if you do not give up all your

possessions.”

I suggest we take a moment to let this saying of Jesus sink in.  Without analyzing, 

take note of your immediate inner response to hearing Jesus say this.  What feelings 

arise?  Does an objection begin to form in you?  “But, but…!”

These words of Jesus feel particularly disruptive to me.  How about you?

In the Gospels Jesus is a disruptive force.  Oxford defines “disruption” as 

“disturbance or problems which interrupt an event, activity, or process.”

Read Luke, for example, with an eye out for Jesus as the occasion for disruption.

To a society dominated by an alien imperial power, God comes as a whimpering 

infant born to a humble unmarried Jewish maiden, whose response is recorded in her

song, which hails the event as bringing down the powerful from their thrones, filling 

the hungry with good things, sending the rich away empty.  Disruption.

At the infant’s presentation in the Temple an old wizened prophet will announce the 

disruption, saying: “this child is destined for the falling and the rising of many in 

Israel, and to be a sign that will be opposed so that the inner thoughts of many will 

be revealed.”

The disruption continues as Jesus reaches maturity and a public life, beginning with 

a sermon at his home synagogue which results in an enraged mob trying to throw 

him off a cliff.  There are too many quotable passages illustrating the disruptive 

influence of Jesus to note for this brief time we have, so let’s just highlight these.



Jesus announcing to his followers that great suffering and rejection is coming his 

way when he gets to Jerusalem.

A few weeks ago we heard Jesus say “I came to bring fire to the earth, and how I wish

it were already kindled!”

And so it goes.  Then and now, Jesus comes to us as a disrupter, interrupting events,

activities, and processes to which we have become accustomed, to which we have 

adjusted, which we assume to be the way things are.

And here he is today, with large crowds following him, and he turns to them and 

brazenly subverts a cultural norm of his day.  “If you want to be involved in what I’m 

doing, then you’ve got to choose me over family!”

Here he brings up another “d” word.  “None of you can become my disciple unless…”

He brings to this crowd the “d” word “disciple.”  

A disciple is someone who commits to learning a craft, a skill, an art, a discipline, a 

way of doing things toward the desired result, which is to do things as the master 

does them.  Are these crowds following Jesus intent on becoming disciples of his?  

Were they even thinking of this as a possibility, or were they just looking for some 

excitement, the attraction of novelty?

Now they have to decide.  Following Jesus, or family?  Life as I’m living it, or 

following Jesus?

Jesus turns around to the crowd following him; and what he says seems perfectly 

designed to drive them away.  And it gets personal for me.

Let’s look again at that last phrase of today’s reading:



“So therefore, none of you can become my disciple if you do not give up all your 

possessions.”

We can get stuck, as I might easily get stuck, in an immediate literalist reaction, 

which is to try to picture ourselves destitute of home and hearth and dependent on 

others or on the state for our sustenance, or we can take the listening posture of a 

disciple and let the shock, the disruptive shock of this statement make us reflect on 

our proclivity for possessiveness; our tendency to unreflective use of the terms “I”, 

“me”, “my,” for example.

“I” think this.  “I” feel this.  “I” want this.  “I” am owed this.  That person’s need 

doesn’t effect “me.”  I want what’s “mine.”  The attitude that’s always looking to 

leverage our power in a situation, the jostling for advantage.

We get attached to our opinions, our thoughts, however uninformed and incomplete 

they might be, however lacking in larger or more full perspective.  We’re attached to 

certain moods, certain resentments, certain ways of behaving.  “There is no need to 

seek Truth, only cease cherishing opinions,” a Buddhist sage wrote.  

We’re attached to the mistaken notion that we have mastery over our own lives, as 

though they were not a gift in each moment.

And yes, we’re attached to our “stuff.”

"Sloth and cowardice creep in with every dollar of guinea we have to guard," writes 

Dorothee Soelle, quoting William James.  “...Possession occupies those who possess 

and contradicts the ideal of having life. Even things that make daily life and work 

easier are seen to be a kind of seduction into the mentality of possessors and the 

existence shaped by having.”



The Buddha called our possessiveness “attachment.”  Christian spirituality calls it 

“avarice.”  And our attachments; our avarice divide us from each other.  Christ chose 

dispossession for us.

As he goes on toward Jerusalem in Luke’s Gospel, Jesus makes it clear that he’s 

giving it all up and taking up the cross, the sign of being rejected by the authorities. 

He’s rejecting avarice, He’s embracing detachment.  He’s giving up everything that 

could give him leverage in the world, including the ability to boast of a dedicated 

crowd of admirers and followers.  And he’s doing it all for Love.  His is a disruption 

for the sake of us all.  This is a great mystery.

God is disrupting the events, activities, and processes of our world that interrupt the 

flow of God’s love.  In Christ, God overcame human self-centeredness, our human 

obsession with seeking advantage over against each other.  In Christ, God is 

reconciling the world to God’s own self through an all-encompassing love that in the

cross embraced all who came before, all who then were living, and all who come 

after.

As we say here every Sunday: “We believe that God is healing and restoring the 

world, and that we are recipients of and participants in that healing and restoration.”

We’re in the midst of a Eucharistic celebration, the occasion on which we remember 

the great disruption of the events, activities and processes which formerly divided us

from one another, in which Christ’s dispossession on behalf of us all invites our 

response.  Our response is to put down all that we’re holding on to in order to have 

empty hands to receive all that he would give us.

Prayer:

O God, we know that our world is badly in need of healing.  We feel that need within 

ourselves.  This day again we ask your help to live the words that came from our lips 

this morning: “We believe that we are recipients of, and participants in, that healing 



and restoration.”  Help us in our inner work this commitment entails, in the daily 

negotiations with family and society in which our commitment to Jesus work gets 

tested.  Forgive us our failings, disrupt the patterns in and among us that bring 

suffering.  Give us joy in knowing you will never leave or forsake us.

Amen


